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Hello, My name is Jason Stirbinskis and I am the CEO of Drake Resources.  We are midway through a 
busy exploration season and  this presentation provides an update on results thus far and our  plans. 
Drake has a large portfolio of assets across the Nordic region with areas prospective for nickel, copper 
and gold  and we have two gold parcels in West Africa – Our Tasiast South project in Mauritania and  
our Seimana Gold project in Guinea. Our Three priority projects are Seimana gold in Guinea, 
Granmuren nickel sulphide in Sweden and our Joma copper/zinc project in Norway.  
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 This presentation will discuss those 3 projects and also cover off the 3 Panoramic JV  Nordic assets 
which are all seeing activity, funded by Panoramic, in this Northern summer.  
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We acquired land to the south of Seimana in January this year and as expected it has generated some 
exciting early results with the best surface sample result being over 70g/t  which is one of the most 
Western results visible on this map and a very encouraging 4m @ 19.8g/t  at Tamdian which you will 
see on the next slide but is at the opposite end of the licence area where you can see the 10.9 and 
15.1 g/t rsurface esults on this slide.  Our field programs and rock chip sampling covered multiple 
sites mainly identified from artisanal workings and the regional setting extrapolating from Avocet’s 
interests to the south and our soil sampling results to the North from 2012. In additon to those great 
surface results I’ve just mentioned we also recorded  42.9g/t,  29.4g/t and 26.7g/t  and several other 
hits between 10 and 15g/t but more importantly we encountered very encouraging results from 
multiple sites across almost the entire width of the recently granted land.  In fact there were 12 
separate sites that returned grades over 5g/t gold.  Its not surprising that we recorded impressive 
results given the proximity to Avocet’s 3.2Moz Tri-K project, part of which is visible at the bottom of 
the map, which is just one of several multimillion ounce deposits in this region of the Birrimian; and 
also given the prevalence of artisanal mines across the licence area.  What is surprising is that the 
area has never been drilled before.  So with these encouraging surface results, we immediately set 
about defining our first drill program, the only drill program ever conducted on this land.  
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We selected 7 drill targets from the 40+ targets and  in most cases drilled 2 RC holes down to fresh 
rock which we expected to be roughly 100m vertical depth.  Now  its important to note that these are 
the first holes into these structures, we are not drilling up or down strike from previous drill results 
and we are limited in what we can interpret from the minimal outcrop across this entire region– and 
in that context we are very happy with the results. We encountered note worthy results at 5 of the 7 
targets with 10 intersections greater than 10mxgt (which essentially means an intersect length times 
its grade is greater than 10) and  6 holes intercepting greater than 5g/t. We were quite surprised by 
Tamdian which didn’t have the strongest surface results but as mentioned delivered the best result of 
the program with 4m @ 19.8g/t  including 1m @ 52.6g/t which bodes well for the numerous other 
targets of lower grade surface results across the area. It’s the wet season in Guinea at the moment so 
we are using the time to consider the drill results in the context of some regional geophysics we’ve 
acquired and looking at comparisons to early discoveries and results of multimillion ounce projects in 
the region. That view will help us define next steps which will probably be a combination of drilling 
along strike from the better results from the first program and first drill holes into some of the other 
33  or so targets we’ve yet to drill.  
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As I am sure you are all aware we are seeing a very strong nickel price currently and some very 
encouraging forecasts so its worth discussing Granmuren and our plans here. Granmuren is our  near-
surface greenfield nickel copper  sulphide discovery in central Sweden. This is a substantial intrusion 
of massive and disseminated sulphides, mainly pyrrhotite, pentlandite and chalcopyrite hosted in 
gabbros and norites. Mineralisation occurs from near surface, we’ve tracked it down to about 330m 
and it remains open at depth and laterally. Drake completed drilling  at Granmuren last year and  the 
cross section here displays some of those drill results. This is is your typical Scandinavian nickel 
deposit with very long intercepts such as  
63.5m @ 0.31%Ni and 0.26% Cu 
But we are also seeing higher grades in places such as  
7.8m @ 1.14% Ni and 0.2% Cu 
Now its important to note that these results are sulphides at potential open pit depths and as such 
very long intercepts or broad bands of mineralisation of lower grade material remain appealing from 
an operational perspective and the results we are seeing compare to nickel grades  of open pit nickel 
operations in the Nordic region.  
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Granmuren occurs in the Bergslagen region of Sweden and this area has a very deep mining history 
across many metals including the famous Sala silver mine and the Falun copper/gold mine  (which is 
actually one of Drake’s assets).  However it is interesting that although nickel sulphides have been 
mined here since the 18C  but not a focus since Drake’s discovery and this adds considerable interest 
to our Granmuren project because it is the first in a long time and people had not been focussed on 
looking for this style of mineralisation in this region.  So with knowledge and drill results in hand, the 
Company engaged an independent specialist with an impressive track record in the identification of 
magmatic hosted base metal sulphide targets, to assess Drake’s entire Bergslagen portfolio. The key 
comments from that  report  which was announced  November last year was that the regional 
geological setting conforms to a classic Ni-Cu (+/_ PGE) system and is dated as being from a period of 
the Earth’s history that generated significant nickel mines  such as Thompson, Raglan and Sudbury 
nickel mines in Canada  which is not a coincidence given the Nordic region was up against Canada 
around the time these deposits were forming.  So right system and right time in history, right address 
and we also see the right host rocks  which are typically wehrites and pyroxinites deformed to 
amphibolite facies with sources of sulphur near-by. This is an extract from that expert report “The 
combination of these aspects, and the demonstrated presence of numerous magmatic Ni-Cu 
occurrences within the Bergslagen, all point to the area having potential for the region to contain a 
world-class Ni camp”. ….And  as you can see from the Drake permits on the map Drake controls this 
potential nickel province.  
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With also this information at hand, We then set about defining next steps for the Granmuren region. 
The independent expert worked with our geologist and geophysicist to select five targets within our 
regional portfolio, which you can see on the map on the previous slide, for investigation.   The 
geophysics technique VTEM was the method that finally revealed Granmuren to the world which is 
the image on the right along with drill locations, and so next steps for the broader Granmuren region 
is a program of VTEM over the 5 targets. Drake has not committed to that program yet but it is 
certainly high on our priorities.  
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In March this year we announcement a LOI defining a 90 day period  to  formally explore the 
potential for near term production by combining  Drake’s Joma assets and Vilhelmina Mineral AB 
which holds similar assets near-by. We have a good understanding of past performance and the 
nature of remaining mineralisation and extensions at all the assets involved  and we believe there is a 
good possibility of achieving economically appealing, near term production by combining the assets. 
The 90 day DD period  with Vilhelmina concluded without a formal agreement being reached, 
however dialogue remains open.  In the mean time Drake will keep its options open and this 
potentially includes exploration  of our very large footprint in this highly prospective Koli Thrust 
Complex . Our regional investigations to date have focussed on a small area around Joma and we’ve 
got some very exciting targets, such as target 1 which I’ve spoken about previously in several 
announcements and further investigation of this target would be a logical next step and that 
program is tentatively budgeted for late Q4 this year. We’ve only really looked at around 12km2 of 
the 100km2 or so we have in this region and Drake’s permits are relatively under explored so the 
potential to find additional mineralisation within the vicinity of Joma and Gjersvik to the west of Joma 
is relatively high.  
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Drake and our JV partner, Panoramic Resources are progressing all three JV copper/zinc interests in 
Norway this summer. We’ve announced  a VTEM survey planned for the Sulitjelma prospect covering  
approximately 70km2 of this highly prospective region of Norway . The objective of the program is to 
identifying targets for potential ground EM and/or follow up drilling and is planned to commence in 
late August. Drake holds a strategic footprint  over the Løkken Cu/Zn region. The drill program  of 
900m targeting five sites around the mine has finished and we expect assay results in late August. 
The single diamond drill hole drilled at Nordgruva targeting two off-hole conductors identified iron 
sulphides as the likely source of those particular conductors.  We have other  potential copper/zinc 
targets at Nordgruva and next steps here will be considered as part of the broader Nordic strategy 
with Panoramic Resources. Under the JV terms, Panoramic has the right to sole-fund exploration to 
earn a 70% interest in each of the three projects. The summer programs at Nordgruva and Løkken 
will achieve the 70% hurdle. 
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Drake is in a period of significant activity and we’ve kept to the timeline  released back in June with 
the exception of Nordgruva results slipping by 1 week. We expect Løkken results this month and 
remain on target for the VTEM to be flown over Sulitjelma this month, although results will not be 
until September.  We will have a plan for the next round of exploration at Seimana completed in  
September. Just when that program will occur depends on a number of variables but at this stage 
we’d be looking at late December or January.  As I mentioned we have activity budgeted for Joma in 
December and we’d also like to conduct the VTEM over Granmuren this year so we are primed for  
Northern winter drilling of what ever the VTEM  reveals but we’ve yet to make that commitment. To 
our shareholders, thank you for your continued support and I hope you watch with interest as we 
continue to explore our priority assets.    
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